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 Abstract :The wireless technology is now stepping in the domain of the world of 5G promising a 

fantastic feature of 100% coverage and as usual, it demands more sophisticated devices including the RF 

front ends, commonly known as ‘antennas’. An antenna is actually a specially designed component of the 

electrical circuit in any wireless transmitter and receiver which is able to serve as a mediator between the 

electrical phenomenon inside and the electromagnetic phenomenon outside. Such a requirement was 

beyond the dream of the scientists involved in justifying ‘The dynamical theory of electromagnetic field’ 

proposed by J C Maxwell in 18860s. Finally, a physicist Heinrich Hertz came with his innovative eyes 

and looked into something beyond the theory which laid the foundation of antenna engineering. This talk 

is aimed to address that longstanding quest through a personal drive of understanding Hertz’s own 

experiments by visiting his own Institute at Karlsruhe and also through investigating his original 

equipment located at Deutsches Museum, Munich. This talk will present some evidences of remarkable 

innovations in technology which were made possible by the success of antenna engineering in the 

beginning of the last century. With time, material science has grown like anything and the antenna 

engineers have taken the advantages in different formats, geometries, and applications covering up to the 

optical frequencies. This talk intends to cover all this aspect including some recent state-of-the-art 

innovations based on the personal experiences. 
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